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Abstract 

 
The subject of this paper, House and home is Malcom Bywaters, an Australian             
sculptor and academic acknowledged for his research specific to memory and           
domestic family space. Bywaters creative output and published research reflect          
his interest in the built environment, combined with childhood memory. In this            
paper I discuss the artist’s origins living on a rural Australian farm, his             
university years, international travel and the development of his interest in the            
impact of memory and architectural form on the creative sensibility, starting           
with his steel sculptural works from 1984 to the key artwork Finding Home ,             
2012. A sculptural biplane image constructed of wood and paper mache that            
symbolises a quest to understand the artist’s childhood up bringing on a rural             
farm in Victoria, Australia with the adult middle class life he now encapsulates.             
In the paper I elaborate on the Finding Home sculpture as a biplane motif that               
intentionally engages the audience in contemplating childhood and, by         
association, house and home.  
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In this paper, House and Home, I will investigate my own practice as a sculptor. I will                 
discuss key artworks from the period 1984 to 2012, concentrating on those which are              
relevant to the theme of house and home. The paper reflects on personal history and               
specifically the positioning of house and home within Australian contemporary visual           
art. During my career I have worked with various materials, from welded steel to wood               
construction, plastic building blocks and found assemblage. The connecting conceptual          
and physical theme has been architecture and the built environment as a motif to              
reconcile the domestic conflict of my rural upbringing and the desire for a stable family               
life. I will conclude by discussing the pivotal exhibition in my research specific to the               
use of the domestic space, and the location of family and memory within place, titled               
House and home,  displayed at Geelong Gallery, Victoria, 2012. 
 
When I was about seven or eight years old, a De Havilland DH 82 Tiger Moth landed in                  
the top paddock of our farm in the Western District of Victoria. This shimmering vision               
of freedom, clothed in silver canvas and with a reverberating engine, gently floated             
downward, finally coming to rest on the ground (see Plate 1). For me it was love at first                  
sight. I eagerly accepted the offer of a joy flight around the family farm. It was as                 
though all my boyhood dreams inspired by the exploits of Biggles, Kingsford Smith             
across the Pacific, Bader and the Battle of Britain, and Cheshire’s Dambusters had come              
true. I was so short of stature that I sat on a fruit box in the front seat of the Tiger Moth                      
and the side cockpit panel was lowered so I could see the view. Stretched out below was                 
the winter greenery of rolling hills dotted with mobs of sheep, the occasional farmhouse  
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Plate 1: Bywaters, M 2008 Biggles, Crop Duster Pilot , 2008, steel, wood,120 x 400 x 398 cm 

Plate 2: Bywaters family farm, 2007. 
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and outbuildings, haystacks and clusters of gum trees. As I looked out, although             
frightened by the aeroplane’s height and noise, it was easy to envisage flying across the               
open trenches of Flanders with Biggles as my number two; Vickers machine guns             
hurling hot tracers, goggles awash with oil from the engine and scarf unfurled,             
challenging the enemy to attack. For a brief moment I was no longer a child, but grown                 
up like my brothers – a man.  

 
I was born in 1964 in Hamilton, Victoria (See Plate 2). My early life was spent on a                  
soldier-settler farm, located in Mooralla at the base of the Grampians in the Western              
District. My father, Mervyn Vivian (Viv) Bywaters, was a Second World War veteran             
who grew up on a farm near Rupanyup, in Victoria’s Wimmera. My mother, Betty Enid,               
was his childhood sweetheart who lived on the adjoining farm; they married in 1948. At               
the end of the Second World War the Chifley Government amended the Discharged             
Soldiers’ Settlement Act , originally established in 1917, that enabled returned          
serviceman to purchase holdings of farmland at low interest and long-term repayment.            
The soldier-settler scheme provided my father and mother a small three-bedroom           
weatherboard house (See Plate 3), corrugated-iron shearing shed, and the rest was up to              
the farm owner. 

 
Plate 3: Bywaters family house, 1974. 

 
I am the youngest of four; my brothers are Allan, Philip and Ian. My father died in                 
September 2010, returning to be buried in Rupanyup, the small Wimmera town of his              
birth. My mother and father never kissed or touched, nor can I recall any physical               
demonstration of affection between them or my brothers – a kiss, a hug or even a                
‘well-done’ pat on the back was never given. 
 
I attended Mooralla State Primary School from 1969 to late 1975, traversing the 2.5              
kilometres back and forth by bicycle. The years at the Mooralla Primary I mainly              
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remember as a sheltered, secure time. In 1976 only three students enrolled at the              
Mooralla school. The education department deemed a student cohort of less than five             
was too small to continue employing a teacher and they closed the school. I was               
transferred to Cavendish State Primary, which was a great culture shock. By            
comparison to Mooralla, Cavendish, with over sixty students, seemed massive and           
required a 30-kilometre round trip on the school bus each day. For an eleven-year-old              
who had lived a sheltered farm life, the change was a life-enriching experience, a time               
now looked back upon as character building beyond the farm fence. 
 
At this time my father was drinking heavily, consuming nightly dozens of cans of warm               
beer and flagons of sweet sherry. One of my earliest and most terrifying memories is of                
father bursting through the bedroom door, shouting and yelling words that have long             
gone from the subconscious. Furious at mother over the spousal denial of sex and his               
perceived failure at not being a good male provider, my father hurled a bucket of               
poultry feed slops – decaying vegetables, potato peelings and other organic matter –             
over mother as she lay in bed. The dominant memory of this night is my mother dressed                 
in her floor-length nightdress, calmly getting out of bed and climbing in with me. My               
seven-year-old intellect had informed me that not all was right in the Bywaters             
household and, in an attempt to protect my mother, I had decided to sleep with her in                 
the spare room. At this age one cannot, of course, question why your mother has               
decided to sleep outside of the marital bedroom. My father later entered the room and               
attempted to clean the 1950s pastel blue painted walls. I can clearly remember the              
orange drip stains were evident for many years after. My brother Ian remembers this              
night with anguish, as he was asleep in the adjoining room. As part of my research for                 
the House and home exhibition at Geelong Gallery and its connection to domesticity, I              
have questioned Ian on the family history and his memories of our childhood. Our              
contrasting recollections have been interesting to compare, his older insights often           
aiding my memory of our shared childhood experiences of house and home. 

 
As a young adolescent I would be constantly making model aeroplanes; Spitfires,            
Sunderland Flying Boats and Lancaster bombers would be proudly displayed around           
our house on the architraves above the curtains of every bedroom (See Plate 4). Summer               
holidays would be spent reading and dreaming of flying with the likes of Charles              
Kingsford Smith, Bert Hinkler and the brothers Ross and Keith Smith who won the first               
England to Australia air race. From the collection of books stored in the sunroom blue               
dresser, the exploits of Biggles of the Camel Squadron would be read repeatedly. I now               
realise that these model-making and ‘Biggles’ days of my childhood are the practical             
and conceptual origin for the House and home Geelong Gallery exhibition and my use              
of the biplane motif as a signifier for domestic space. I will return to this in more detail                  
further on. 
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Plate 4: Bywaters, M 2008, Maquette for plane sculpture 

 

After Cavendish Primary I attended Hamilton High School from 1976 to 1981. Here I              
developed a passion for study and would often read several books a week, mostly on the                
long bus journey to and from school. Like many rural teenagers of that pre-video and               
internet era, reading enabled me to travel beyond the confines of the small town or               
farmyard. The school day was long, beginning usually at 7am and ending at 5pm. I               
always enjoyed the art class and in Year 12 discovered a passion for sculpture. My High                
School Certificate major art assignment was ‘the figure in sculpture’. I would swot for              
hours over E. H. Gombrich’s The Story of Art and H. W. Janson’s History of Art , toiling                 
away at the differences between the Grecian winged Nike of Samothrace and Bernini’s             
Ecstasy of Saint Theresa . Both are flight-focused, one with wings and the other             
heavenly, which may allude to an early interest in all things aeronautical that has              
evolved into the House and home exhibition. All of which, I would argue, displayed an               
obvious predilection for three-dimensional form early in my career. 
 
At the end of Year 12 I applied to study art at Ballarat College of Advanced Education                 
(Ballarat CAE). After completing the combined foundation semester one – painting,           
sculpture, ceramics and photography – my heart was set upon studying sculpture. The             
three years at Ballarat CAE were a mixture of student revelry and serious study. In the                
second year I met my first wife, Sharon. We were to stay together, sharing various               
apartments, houses and a factory studio for the next five years. It was at Ballarat CAE                
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that, with the encouragement of Peter Blizzard, the head of sculpture, my interest in the               
built environment emerged. Blizzard was pivotal in my early career, the two of us              
sharing a love of architectural form, the use of steel and the physical making of               
sculpture.At this time I was also greatly influenced by Australian sculptors Ron            
Robertson-Swann and David Wilson. The third-year final folio was a combination of            
the formalistic practices of Robertson-Swann and the organic steel creations of Wilson.            
The works were constructed of welded rusting steel and formed concrete, conceptually            
based on architectural structures such as suburban houses, towering apartment blocks           
and the broader investigation of dwellings such as tepees, igloos and New Age houses              
made of mud and straw. Ballarat CAE purchased the key sculpture from my third-year              
folio, Onic III , 1984, for their permanent collection (see Plate 5). The steel and concrete               
sculpture was the culmination of my research into the effect and destruction by the              
natural environment on the built. 
 

 
Plate 5: Bywaters, M 1984, Onic Three,  steel, concrete,105 x 86 x 146cm 

 
At the completion of my Ballarat study and with Blizzard’s encouragement, I applied             
and was accepted to study for the two-year Graduate Diploma at the Victorian College              
of the Arts. Blizzard argued that living and working in Melbourne would be of great               
benefit to an emerging artist whose sculptural interests were centred on the built             
environment. 
 
Sharon and I moved into a small apartment in East St Kilda that included a living area                 
subdivided by glass sliding doors that I used as a studio. On a hard-garbage night I                
collected a work desk and some old carpet to protect the floor. With an easel installed, I                 
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worked on drawings and research books. The VCA permitted 24-hour studio access for             
postgraduates, giving students a gate key to come and go as they liked. I remember my                
VCA period as a stimulating and challenging, creative time. On a Wednesday in the              
VCA sculpture studio, six lecturers, each with differing questions on the rationale of             
what you were attempting to produce, could confront a student; they included John             
Davis, Jock Clutterbuck, Akio Makigawa, Fiona Orr, Anton Hassel and Tim Jones, and             
visiting sculptors such as Bruce Armstrong arrived in my final year. 
 
On completion of my first year at the VCA, I exhibited with sculptor Kent Morris in                
Towards the Origin at 200 Gertrude Street, Fitzroy, 1985. Conceptually I continued            
investigating architectural form and specifically what I symbolically view as the           
psychological ‘hidden’ of houses and homes; for example, the ceiling timber joists            
secreted behind a brick wall. This was visually reflected in the artworks by using wood               
scaffolding planks, bricks and mortar and other materials gathered after work hours            
from inner-city Melbourne building sites. Manfire / Fireflight , 1985 is an example of             
this ‘carpentry of materialism’ concept, a merging of the practical and subconscious            
(See Plate 6). At the time, I owned a small utility truck and would scour the city at night                   
looking for lengths of wood and other house-related building materials gathered from            
industrial waste bins. 

 

 
Plate 6: Bywaters, M 1985, Manfire / Fireflight, mixed media, 260 x 110 x 120cm 
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Towards the end of the second year at the VCA, I exhibited again with Morris in (Not)                 
Portraiture, (Not) Architecture at 70 Arden Street, North Melbourne, 1986. For this            
show I constructed from treated-pine fencing a large triumphal Roman arch, a door-like             
tribute to Ghiberti’s Gates of Paradise and a Gothic-inspired cathedral structure (See            
Plate 7). All of which, I would argue, are houses, though of ideology, not humanity.  

 

 
Plate 7: Bywaters M 1986, Arch , wood, 350 x 366 x 137cm 

 
In 1986, just prior to the completion of my study at the VCA, Sharon and I moved to a                   
factory space in Coburg. As a significant component of the research for my study of               
house and home I have site visited and photographed all of the houses, apartments and               
studio spaces that I have lived in during my 52 years. This physical research has               
enabled me to review and position the artworks produced at specific times of my career               
against the livings spaces where I was residing. The Coburg building was a perfect              
live-in artist studio, having a separate lounge and dining room, a loft accessed by a               
hidden stairwell and an electric hot-water system. More importantly for me, the factory             
included 100-metre-square open-plan workspace with 4-metre-high ceilings. It was an          
excellent studio, with enough floor space to work on two or three sculptures, with              
associated paintings and drawing books, at the same time. I painted the floor of the               
living spaces, laid carpet in the lounge and bedroom and generally made the then cold               
draughty and roof leaking factory space a home. However, by the end of 1988 our               
marriage was over. I stayed in the factory for several more months, renting the              
downstairs living space and battling on financially. This was a difficult, emotional time.             
I poured my grief and anger at the failure of our marriage into the drawing books,                
torturing myself by creating image after image of a secure domestic environment.  
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Plate 8: Bywaters, M 1995, Fortress America,  mixed media, 146 x 62 x 60cm 
 

My career advanced with three solo exhibitions at Realities Gallery, Melbourne, and my             
second Australia Council grant. At the end of 1994 I travelled to New York and was                
mesmerised by the scale of Manhattan. On my return to Melbourne, I immediately set to               
work creating a series of thirteen sculptures, utilising domestic refrigerators, all           
conceptually related to my American experience. For example, Fortress America, 1995,           
was based on the towering apartment block which I stayed in while in New York,               
located on the Upper West Side at 115th Street (See Plate 8). This time was an                
industrious artistic period; especially considering the spare bedroom was the studio.           
Ken Scarlett, writing on the use of these domestic refrigerator sculptures in the             
exhibition catalogue for Continuum & Contrast , McClelland Gallery, 1995,         
commented: 
 

One of the exceptions in this exhibition is Malcom Bywaters, who uses found             
objects to force the spectator to reassess the commonplace. His domestic           
refrigerators, which have become art objects, are ambiguously displayed on          
either side of the entrance to the gallery. With children’s toys placed on top, at               
first sight they appear like a familiar kitchen scene, until one notes the             
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aggressive nature of the plastic toy. (Scarlett, p.3) 

 
Plate 9: Bywaters, M 1995, Fortress America,  mixed media, 146 x 62 x 60cm 

 
In 1996 I completed my master’s degree at RMIT. Robert Owen, then head of the RMIT                
sculpture studio, had offered me a place in the master’s program. Owen was an              
inspirational lecturer. His knowledge and appreciation of contemporary sculpture         
seemed as endless as his personal library of art books. He encouraged the             
experimentation with scale, and specifically the use of plastic building blocks as a             
signifier for house and home. Owen’s guidance led me to create a series of plastic               
building-block architectural forms, such as an English terrace house, a bell tower,            
Trump Tower and a small thatched yellow cottage (See Plate 9). I grew up in a 1950s                 
pale yellow weatherboard dwelling that was later clad during the mid 1970s in fake              
cement-sheet brick. The final exhibition of the plastic block structures with a single             
ginger bread house was exhibited as Distant Paradise, RMIT Storey Hall, 1997 (See             
Plate 10). Natalie King commented in the Distant Paradise  catalogue: 
 

Malcom Bywaters’ constellation of structures built from plastic building blocks          
reveal childhood desires and fantasies. His sculpted world of homes, dwellings           
and monuments sit like a squat tribe. Skyscrapers, cottages, abbeys and a bell             
tower take up residence against a backdrop of green. Like a field, this             
landscaped colour applied to the gallery walls suggest the rural dimension of            
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some of the sculptures while alluding to the artist’s own childhood in Hamilton.             
(King, p. 1) 
 

 
Plate 10: Distant Paradise , 1997, (installation view) RMIT University Storey Hall Gallery, RMIT             
University, Melbourne, Australia. 
 

In the summer of 1998 I undertook an artist-in-residency at Arthur Boyd’s Shoalhaven             
property, Bundanon; the outcome was 18 Hidden Thoughts – Images of Bundanon and             
Beyond , Platform, Flinders Street, 1998 (See Plate 11). I would work late into the night               
and spend the days walking and roaming through the Shaolhaven landscape with a             
drawing book, carrying an old army duffle bag filled with inks, brushes, charcoal and              
pastels. I was particularly fascinated by a stone cottage located on the Boyd property,              
and the drawings of this solid abode manifested into several small houses constructed             
from plastic building blocks. Significantly, the month-long Bundanon residency gave          
me the time to reflect upon house, home, family and my rural childhood. Dr Colin               
Shingleton a Melbourne based arts writer remarked in the catalogue essay regarding my             
quest to understand home: 
 

His ambitions in the luxuriant but fragile landscape around the Shoalhaven were            
to extend his examination of the kinds of places, objects and experiences he             
considered formative in his personal development. He wanted to use the           
residency to reinterpret and rediscover the underlying truth of his boyhood           
impressions of family and farm at the foot of the Grampians in Western             
Victoria. (Shingelton, p. 2) 
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In 1997 Les Kossatz, then head of the sculpture studio at Monash University, Faculty of               
Art and Design, offered me a sessional teaching position. Like Owen at RMIT, Kossatz              
was highly experienced and willing to share his knowledge with a younger lecturer. He              
gave me the belief that a university teaching position could support a career as an artist                
and, significantly, that academia and the arts could coexist. 
 

 

Plate 11: Bywaters, M 1998, 18 Hidden Thoughts – Images of Bundanon and Beyond 
 
By 1998 I had secured regular sessional teaching positions at Swinburne Outer Eastern             
TAFE and in the sculpture studio, Monash University, Caulfield. There was one            
semester where I worked six lecturing positions at six different educational institutions            
across Melbourne. In 2000 after Les Kossatz stood aside, I was appointed head of              
sculpture in the Faculty of Art and Design at Monash University. Combined with my              
gallery manager’s position at the Faculty Gallery, Monash University, plus running the            
education and artist-in-residence programs, it was a full working week with no time for              
art-making.  
 
In mid 1999 I met my partner, Danielle, who was to become my wife. Speaking about                
our future over dinner, it appeared we had both arrived at a time where life was good,                 
settled, and we were at peace within our souls. We could easily have gone on seeing                
each other for years; however, experience informed us that this felt right. We were              
around the same age, had been married previously, and no longer contained any naive              
concept of innocent love. We realised that, for a relationship to succeed, it required give               
and take, good communication and a steadfast resolution to stay together through            
difficult times. In addition, we both wanted children, a family and home. It seemed the               
perfect union and I’m delighted to report has flourished. Danielle and I married at              
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Wesley Church, Melbourne, on 23 September 2001, and celebrated our tenth wedding            
anniversary in 2011. In 2002 we moved to Launceston where I was offered the position               
of director of the Academy Gallery, University of Tasmania. The prospect of a full-time              
tenured university position after five years of sessional teaching and twelve-month           
contracts at Monash University had great appeal. We initially purchased a house in             
working-class Invermay and have since relocated to middle-class East Launceston. 
 
In 2006 I held my first solo exhibition for many years, Headspace , Design Centre,              
Launceston. The works were deliberately crude in their construction; childlike,          
bright-coloured paintings on foam board contrasted dramatically with small biplane          
sculptures made from cardboard cylinders with lengths of MDF for wings. Returning to             
making art after eight years, this exhibition was groundbreaking within my oeuvre by             
acknowledging for the first time the aeroplane motif as a theme representing house and              
home. Peter Timms commented in the Headspace  catalogue:  

 

As children, constantly under the thumbs of our elders, we idolise cars, ships             
and aeroplanes as unobtainable tickets to freedom – the promise of awfully big             
adventures in far-away places. They are not simply modes of transport, but            
symbols of yearning. To control your own destiny, to go wherever you want to              
go, these are every child’s fantasies (or every boy’s, at least). And, when the              
adventure is over, your ever-reliable transport will deliver you home again.           
(Timms, p.2) 

 
I have completed three solo exhibitions that have concreted the research foundation for             
the pivotal House and home exhibition at Geelong Gallery, Victoria. Each of the             
following three exhibitions has included a biplane sculpture that should be viewed as             
research towards refining my understanding of mediums and materials, practical          
decisions and, significantly, the conceptual reasoning for positioning the decisive House           
and home exhibition in the context of domestic space: Time Out , s.p.a.c.e. Gallery,             
Scotch Oakburn College, Launceston, 2007; Clear Vision: A Childhood Memory,          
Cradle Coast Gallery, University of Tasmania, Burnie, 2008; Biggles, Crop Duster           
Pilot,  Kelly’s Garden, Salamanca Arts Centre, 2009.  
 
For Time Out I constructed a cardboard biplane based on the British First World War               
biplane fighter, the Scout Experimental 5 (SE 5a) (See Plate 12). I used the SE 5a as it                  
was much loved by its pilots for its reliability and sturdiness, two attributes that I               
symbolically associate with a flourishing domestic state. The work was large enough for             
my then five-year-old son Max to sit in the cockpit. I wanted to create for him the plane                  
that, as a child, I had always desired but had never possessed the skills or knowledge to                 
build. In the catalogue essay for the Time Out exhibition Dr. Shaun Wilson a Melbourne               
based artist, writer and RMIT academic wrote: 
 

We are not looking at a space that is off limits, institutionally perfected or              
precise but instead a chaotic assemblage of materials with a range of conflicting             
messages; war that’s just over the horizon, childhood memories of heroic           
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backyard battles, and the closeness of home. (Wilson, p. 3) 
 

 

Plate 12: Bywaters, M 2007, Time Out , cardboard, wood,115 x 300 x 330cm 
 
The Time Out exhibition included the cardboard biplane, a small black house, a             
tree-size, childlike flower, several paintings and a substantial drawing book. The           
three-dimensional works were constructed over twelve months from waste cardboard          
retrieved from the recycle bin of the local Harvey Norman’s furniture and domestic             
electrical goods department store in Launceston. I selected the cardboard as it contained             
domestic household items, objects that were readily associated with the house and            
home. Eventually, in the process of creating the Time Out artworks, I gained a practical               
knowledge of different cardboard strengths, use of colour and laminates. For example            
sturdy ply packaging that contained large refrigerators and plasma flat-screen          
televisions worked the best. The Time Out biplane sculpture and drawing book was             
acquired by Scotch Oakburn College, Launceston, 2007 (See Plate 13). In discussion            
with the teaching staff at Scotch Oakburn College, the reason for selecting the Time Out               
biplane sculpture as the central artwork for the new middle-school complex was that it              
represented the educational requirement for students to reach beyond the classroom, to            
be challenged and guided by a universal image. The children, boys and girls alike,              
seemed to enjoyed the old-fashioned look of the biplane and the tactile resonance of the               
included drawing book. I have used these large drawing books for many years. They are               
filled with artwork research, newspaper and magazine articles, sketches, collages,          
coloured paper, buttons, Christmas wrapping paper and the comings and goings of my             
life and others around me. The drawing books contain a visual account that interpret the               
influences upon my oeuvre during a specific time period. The drawing books have the              
added benefit of fitting into a suitcase and are stored easily underneath a house, out of                
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sight and out of mind.  
 

                          
Plate 13: Bywaters, M 2007, Time Out , cardboard, wood,115 x 300 x 330cm 

 

The cardboard biplane sculpture exhibited in Clear Vision: A Childhood Memory ,           
Cradle Coast Gallery, University of Tasmania, Burnie, 2008 was based on a            
combination of the Sopwith Camel and Gloster Gladiator. The Sopwith Camel, in            
comparison to the SE 5a, was a difficult fighter biplane to fly; it had a reputation of                 
being unforgiving on the inexperienced pilot. The Gloster Gladiator was the last RAF             
fighter biplane, already obsolete before it entered the Second World War. Such            
legendary aeroplane names were very much part of my childhood. I also wanted to              
experiment with a sculptural form that was more rounded in visual terms, seductive and              
less angular in shape. This sculpture was also displayed in Deviot Undressed , 2009, a              
group exhibition held in a private home located in Deviot on the Tamar River,              
Launceston (See Plate 14). My working research intention with the Deviot exhibition            
was to view the biplane sculpture in a domestic garden setting. I will describe later how                
this visual dynamic is reflected in the four photographs that form the windows of the               
House and home  Geelong exhibition.  
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Plate 14: Time Out , 2007, cardboard, wood,115 x 300 x 330cm 
 
Sean Kelly curator of the Kelly’s Garden exhibition program for Salamanca Art Centre,             
Hobart writing in the catalogue essay for Biggles, Crop Duster Pilot commented on my              
use of contradictory scale and the sense of freedom the biplane motif represents. For              
Kelly the biplane motif as exhibited at Salamanca Place conveyed a sensibility of             
containment. I would argue the same containment is encompassed by the parental            
responsibility of childhood. As parents we are the adults who make the rules; for              
example, deciding on what, where and with whom a child can play or visit. The biplane                
motif I believe represents a type of visual entrapment. As Kelly remarked in the              
exhibition catalogue on the use of materials and scale with the Biggles  sculpture: 
 

‘Bywaters’ planes express themselves as sculpture through a number of mechanisms.           
The scale is about two-thirds life size so that they carry a clear sense of the visual                 
impact of the motif yet are clearly not a facsimile. The scale is large enough to                
remove it from the idea of simply being a model. Finally the materials stress              
something of the can-do contingency of the era it evokes. Sitting in a walled space               
there is a hint of the magical, the collision of concepts of freedom as evoked by the                 
plane and containment imposed by space’. (Kelly, pp.2 -3) 

 
I will now review the House and home exhibition, Geelong Gallery, Victoria, 2012 (See              
Plates 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22). It is this exhibition that, I believe, positions my                   
artwork in the consideration of the domestic space in contemporary Australian visual            
art. I have once again returned to the Tiger Moth flight, specifically the biplane image               
as a trigger for the contemplation of childhood and, by association, with family, house              
and home. The biplane for me will be forever connected with the memory of the               
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boyhood Tiger Moth joy-ride, and significantly the emotional cognitive realisation for           
the first time that there were other adventures beyond the farmhouse gate. 

 
Plate 15: Bywaters, M 2012, Finding Home , mixed media,120 x 400 x 420cm 

 

 
Plate 16: Bywaters, M 2012, Finding Home , mixed media,120 x 400 x 420cm 
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Plate 17: Bywaters, M 2012, Finding Home , mixed media,120 x 400 x 420cm 

 

 
Plate 18: Bywaters M 2012, Finding Home , mixed media,120 x 400 x 420cm 
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Plate 19: Bywaters, M 2012, House 1,  digital print, 82 x 120cm 

 

 
Plate 20: Bywaters, M 2012, House 1,  digital print, 82 x 120cm 

 

The House and home exhibition project proposal was accepted at Geelong Gallery. The             
City of Geelong’s long rural history and the gallery’s Australian art collection I believe              
resonated with the project. For example McCubbin’s classic Bush Burial is displayed            
only 30 meters around the corner from the House and home  exhibition space.  
 
For the House and home exhibition conceptual foundation I have used the aeroplane             
motif as a memory trigger, a key that unlocks the viewer’s consideration of childhood              
and, I would argue, by extension, contemplation of family, house and home. My             
experience of the Tiger Moth flight is fundamental to the concept for the House and               
home research. As part of the fieldwork for the exhibition I returned to the farm               
paddock where the Tiger Moth landed and took off, its silver skin shimmering in the               
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winter sky. The present owner remarked to me that the top paddock was where all the                
planes landed, long and flat it was a perfect aeroplane landing strip. The 2007 research               
visit to my former family home was a time of reflection mixed with childhood memory               
and a certitude that I was now an adult with partner and child. I have discussed my                 
childhood, specifically the memory of the drunken rage of my father on that terrifying              
night so long ago. It is this use of memory with the motif of the Tiger Moth that, I                   
believe, positions specifically the Finding Home biplane sculpture within the sensibility           
of domestic space and family.  

 

 
Plate 21: Bywaters, M 2012, House 1,  digital print, 82 x 120cm 
 
As part of the research towards understanding my childhood and its bearing on House              
and home exhibition, I have compiled an extensive archive of Aeroplane , Flightpath          
and Aero Australia  magazines, filled with images of Sopwith Camels, S.E. 5a’s and            
Gloster Gladiators, to name a few. I have made research visits to the Australian War               
Memorial in Canberra, the Kingsford Smith Southern Cross Memorial in Brisbane and            
the Royal Australian Air Force Museum at Point Cook in Victoria. As in my childhood,               
I have built several plastic model-aeroplane kits, which has been a useful investigation             
to rekindle memories of my boyhood adventures dressed in a make-believe pilot’s            
uniform and endless hours of solitary playtime spent roaming the paddocks of our             
Western District farm. My closest brother, Ian, left home when I was nine. Much of my                
childhood and teenage years were solitary. Significantly, this ‘emotional’ research has           
enabled me to reconsider the memories of that boyhood Tiger Moth. For me the use of                
the biplane motif via the childhood joy-ride will always be recognised as a memory              
trigger for house and home – the irony being that my father, the one so hated during my                  
childhood for his treatment of my mother, must have been the adult who made the               
decision to allow me to fly in the Tiger Moth. The Finding Home biplane sculpture               
represents a collision of past family memory with present contemporary family           
circumstance: I am now married and the father of two children; with them comes a               
house, two cars and associated expenses.  
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Plate 22:Bywaters, M 2012, House 1,  digital print, 82 x 120cm 
 
In the initial formative research stage for the House and home exhibition, I reviewed the               
artwork of German photographer Thomas Demand. I was intrigued by Demand’s use of             
cardboard to construct the models he photographs as the final artwork. His use of              
architectural spaces such as the domestic kitchen of Saddam Hussein’s hideaway, was            
of special interest. For me the kitchen has always been of research importance as the               
centre of home life where significant family conversations take place and decisions are             
made. I believe Demand’s photographs lay somewhere between the narratives of fact            
and manipulated fiction, the ethos that makes a good model – real but not actually               
genuine.  
 
Australian artists influential upon my House and home research include Tom Arthur            
(biplane image as motif for memory), Greer Honeywill (female domesticity), Callum           
Morton (house as architecture), Donna Marcus (domestic found object) and Colin           
Duncan (his early career use of cardboard). I am particularly indebted to Honeywill for              
her PhD thesis titled ‘Colours of the kitchen cabinet’. Her comments on growing up              
with an alcoholic father were insightful, though at times painfully familiar. I must also              
acknowledge the influence of the artwork by the three artists, Shaun Wilson, Stephen             
Haley and Lyndal Jones, who are the main subjects of my PhD dissertation.  
 
It is Tom Arthur’s The Fertilization of Drako Vulen’s Cheese Pizza , 1975, that has been               
the most relevant artwork when determining the structure, scale and mediums used for             
the Finding Home biplane sculpture, specifically the open-strut construction. I was           
fortunate to meet Arthur in 2010 and he has assisted me by supplying images of the                
artwork, plus catalogues and has been generally supportive. It was the large scale of the               
aeroplane in Drako Vulen that provoked my interest. This initial curiosity was later             
reinforced by Arthur’s combination of materials: neon, sand and wood, and his            
treatment of the biplane struts and wing construction. Importantly, the research into            
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Arthur’s usage of the biplane motif has concentrated upon his rationale for using flight              
as an allegory for recollection and physical movement. Arthur’s biplane is flying,            
suspended from the ceiling of the gallery. In contrast, the sculpture Finding Home is              
static; my biplane has landed, safe and secure. The pilot has made it home, or the                
machine is waiting for another sortie. As Denise Mimmochi remarked in the catalogue             
for Drako Vulen’s Cheese Pizza :  
 

Armed with a surrealist’s sense of an inner reality and the dadaist’s absurdist             
tenacity, the physical components of Drako Vulen’s form a richly symbolic language            
used by Arthur to convey an overarching sense of a metaphysical mobility based             
around the works metaphor of flight. (Mimmocchi, p. 1) 

  

Arthur utilises the biplane as a conveyor of information, one endowed, I would argue,              
with several messages. As Mimmochi discusses, are we witnessing an early inventor’s            
quest for flight, an object of mobility, or perhaps an inquiry into the ‘metaphysics of               
death’? My father died during the research process for the House and home exhibition.              
Though conjecture, potentially it is the artwork’s reference to the indisposition of death             
that has stimulated my interest in The Fertilization of Drako Vulen’s Cheese Pizza . I am               
still coming to terms with my father’s demise, clichéd as it sounds; not a day goes by                 
without thinking of him in some way. Towards the end of his life we came to an                 
understanding of sorts; one, I believe, based on our mutual agreement that the mantle of               
parenthood was now passing to the next generation. My father’s presence has dominated             
the creation of the House and home exhibition, as if he has been watching his fourth son                 
grapple with the concept of house, home and being a family provider. 
 
The four photographs exhibited in the House and home exhibition depict the Biggles             
biplane sculpture positioned in our Launceston suburban, middle-class, front yard (See           
Plates 20, 21, 22 and 23). They have been influenced by the artworks of Gregory               
Crewdson, specifically his use of dramatic lighting in the sky.  
 
I first began working over several frosty Launceston mornings, photographing the           
Biggles biplane from various angles. The initial test photographs, combined with           
numerous others taken at various times of the day, enabled me to gauge the best               
viewpoints of the biplane. I quickly discovered several preferred viewpoints, including           
from the rear by standing on a medium-sized ladder and elevating the camera angle.              
With the test photographs and several months of intensive work I was able to compile a                
series of images, from which the final four were determined. These four images, I              
believe, convey a questioning ambivalence towards the biplane, almost as if this            
positioning of the sculpture is right, correct and at home. The size of the photographs and                
the framing was determined to reflect a house window. I wanted the photographs to work               
as visual openings to the world that surrounds the biplane, my own suburban house and               
home and, by extension, life, family and personal experiences. The photographs work as             
deliberate, luscious images for the viewer to engage with, but also posses an installation              
sensibility within the Geelong exhibition. The photographs are the eyes through which            
the viewer can look over the horizon, to see into my world.  
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The pivotal sculpture in the House and home exhibition is titled Finding Home , 2012              
(See Plates 15, 16, 17 and 18). The work is the culmination of my PhD study, the visual                  
artwork produced for the project exhibitions, aeroplane research visits and readings           
concerning domestic space. As with the three previous biplane sculptures, Finding Home            
is close to two-thirds the scale of an original biplane and, like those works, Finding               
Home is large enough not to be a toy but is deliberately model-like in appearance. The                
sculpture does not have the proportions or mechanical details of the original biplane             
flying machines. For example, the biplane body and wings do not have fabric covering              
or numerous thin wire struts of the elaborated World War One biplanes such as the S.E.                
5a or Sopwith Camel. As my memory of the childhood Mooralla home differed when I               
visited in 2007, so, too, is the recollection of the biplane; therefore, the scale of the                
Finding Home  artwork is deliberately nearly life-size but not quite.  
 
The conceptual driver or psychological hidden of the Finding Home biplane rests within             
the sculpture’s structure. created during my PhD research and retained from the house             
moves of the past twenty years. These artworks have been turned into paper mâché,              
which has been moulded to shape the interior cockpit of the biplane. The paintings              
completed for the series of discussed PhD research exhibitions have been utilised to form              
sections of the tail wings, cockpit and body of the Finding Home biplane. I have cut                
other earlier works, such as a large MDF butterfly painting, into sawn lengths and used               
these as struts for the aeroplane main wings. The butterfly artwork was exhibited in              
Crayons, Pencils and Grinders, 200 Gertrude Street, Melbourne, 1995. This exhibition           
was an early career highlight and I retained the work. The crushed photographs,             
newspapers, tape, coloured paper and cut plastic squares in the paper pulp of the cockpit               
of the Finding Home sculpture are indicators of personal experience, lives led and the              
drama of love lost. By using this process of recycled artworks, I have attempted to create                
a memory zone, endowing the biplane with an emotive sense of my personal journey and               
narrative of home. The deconstruction of the drawing books and artworks should not be              
viewed as eradication but as a cathartic re-birthing, the outcome being the creation of a               
cockpit memory portal, aimed towards enticing the viewer into a consideration of house,             
home and family within a contemporary context. 
 
The Finding Home biplane conveys a deliberate air of nostalgia for a time lost,              
potentially the freedom associated with childhood. As a youngster I would often listen to              
my mother’s stories of her father and his First World War experiences at Gallipoli, in               
France and the ANZAC legend. I was fascinated by the seemingly romantic heroism of              
the First World War. The exploits of the airmen in their crude canvas and wood               
machines high above the muddy trenches of Flanders carried for a country boy the              
glorified myth of chivalry and courageous acts of daring. The question I propose with the               
Finding Home sculpture is: who is the pilot? Airmen in both wars did not own their                
flying machines; for example, several pilots flew the Spitfire in the Australian War             
Memorial collection. The Finding Home biplane is a deliberately nostalgic generic, a            
vehicle I believe we all understand – a symbol of childhood dreams, come to life via the 
association of flight. As Urszula Szulakowska wrote of Tom Arthur and his use of              
memory as a tool for collective human experience:  
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The isolated heroic individual is not asserted as an ideal, since the artist’s interest is               
that everyone should recognize, as an unacknowledged part of themselves, these           
acute planes of memory and the possibility of transporting memory into new            
constructs in order to activate many different options of personal being and doing.             
(Szulakowska, p. 6) 
 

In this paper I have demonstrated how the biplane motif within my oeuvre represents a               
generic positioning of the house as represented by childhood. I would believe that the              
biplane reference to the toy or model of my youth conveys by visual association the               
concept of domestic space. There is no longer a need to show the drawing books of                
research, filled with sketches, collages and the day-to-day comings and goings of life.             
With the Finding Home sculpture this research has been physically pulped and moulded             
to create the biplane cockpit, reproducing by visual connotation an account of personal             
history. Embedded within the cockpit of Finding Home is the discourse of the house I               
now occupy; middle class, neat lawn, fenced in by a high hedge and white wrought-iron               
gates. The Tiger Moth flight of my childhood has returned to the home that, as a                
struggling artist, I never contemplated owning. It is this autobiographical component of            
the Finding Home sculpture that positions the artwork within the consideration of house             
and home in Australian contemporary visual art. I have, like the many before me, found               
home where I started – with family. 
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PLATES 

 

Plate 1: Bywaters, M 2008 Biggles, Crop Duster Pilot , 2008, steel, wood,120 x 400 x 
398 cm 
 
Plate 2: Bywaters family farm, 2007.  
 
Plate 3: Bywaters family house, 1974. 
 
Plate 4: Bywaters, M 2008, Maquette for plane sculpture 
 
Plate 5: Bywaters, M 1984, Onic Three,  steel, concrete,105 x 86 x 146cm 
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Plate 6: Bywaters, M 1985, Manfire / Fireflight, mixed media, 260 x 110 x 120cm 
 
Plate 7: Bywaters M 1986, Arch , wood, 350 x 366 x 137cm 
 
Plate 8: Bywaters, M 1995, Fortress America,  mixed media, 146 x 62 x 60cm 
 
Plate 9: Bywaters M 1997, Yellow House, plastic, 31 x 26 x 26cm 
 
Plate 10: Distant Paradise , 1997, (installation view) RMIT University Storey Hall 
Gallery, RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia. 
 
Plate 11: Bywaters, M 1998, 18 Hidden Thoughts – Images of Bundanon and Beyond 

 

Plate 12:  
 
Plate 13: Bywaters, M 2007, Time Out , cardboard, wood,115 x 300 x 330cm 
 
Plate 14: Time Out , 2007, cardboard, wood,115 x 300 x 330cm 
 
Plate 15: Bywaters, M 2012, Finding Home , mixed media,120 x 400 x 420cm 
 
Plate 16: Bywaters, M 2012, Finding Home , mixed media,120 x 400 x 420cm 
 
Plate 17: Bywaters, M 2012, Finding Home , mixed media,120 x 400 x 420cm 
 
Plate 18: Bywaters M 2012, Finding Home , mixed media,120 x 400 x 420cm 
 
Plate 19: Bywaters, M 2012, House 1,  digital print, 82 x 120cm 
 
Plate 20: Bywaters, M 2012, House 1,  digital print, 82 x 120cm 
 
Plate 21: Bywaters, M 2012, House 1,  digital print, 82 x 120cm 
 
Plate 22: Bywaters, M 2012, House 1,  digital print, 82 x 120cm 
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